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Safety Information 
 

 
A CAUTION notice denotes a hazard. 
It calls attention to an operating 
procedure, practice, or the like that, 
if not correctly performed or adhered 
to, could result in damage to the 
product or loss of important data. Do 
not proceed beyond a CAUTION 
notice until the indicated conditions 
are fully understood and met. 

 

 

 
A WARNING notice denotes a haz- 
ard. It calls attention to an operating 
procedure, practice, or the like that, 
if not correctly performed or adhered 
to, could result in personal injury or 
death. Do not proceed beyond a 
WARNING notice until the indicated 
conditions are fully understood and 
met. 

CAUTION 

WARNING 

http://www.keysight.com/find/sweula
http://www.keysight.com/find/sweula


 

 

Safety Summary 

 

General Safety 
Precautions 

 

 

The following general safety precautions must be observed during all phases of 
operation of this instrument. Failure to comply with these precautions or with 
specific warnings elsewhere in this manual violates safety standards of design, 
manufacture, and intended use of the instrument. For safe operation the general 
safety precautions for the M9502A and M9505A AXIe chassis, must be followed. 
See: http://www.keysight.com/find/M9505A Keysight Technologies Inc. assumes 
no liability for the customer's failure to comply with these requirements. Before 
operation, review the instrument and manual for safety markings and instructions. 
You must follow these to ensure safe operation and to maintain the instrument in 
safe condition. 

Initial Inspection 

 

Inspect the shipping container for damage. If there is damage to the container or 
cushioning, keep them until you have checked the contents of the shipment for 
completeness and verified the instrument both mechanically and electrically. The 
Performance Tests give procedures for checking the operation of the instrument. If 
the contents are incomplete, mechanical damage or defect is apparent, or if an 
instrument does not pass the operator’s checks, notify the nearest Keysight 
Technologies Sales/Service Office.  

WARNING To avoid hazardous electrical shock, do not perform electrical tests 
when there are signs of shipping damage to any portion of the outer enclosure 
(covers, panels, etc.). 

General 
 

This product is a Safety Class 3 instrument. The protective features of this product 
may be impaired if it is used in a manner not specified in the operation 
instructions. 

Environment 
Conditions 

This instrument is intended for indoor use in an installation category II, pollution 
degree 2 environment. It is designed to operate within a temperature range of   
0 °C – 40 °C (32 °F – 105 °F) at a maximum relative humidity of 80% and at 
altitudes of up to 2000 meters. 

This module can be stored or shipped at temperatures between -40 °C and +70 °C. 
Protect the module from temperature extremes that may cause condensation 
within it. 

Before Applying Power Verify that all safety precautions are taken including those defined for the 
mainframe. 

Line Power 
Requirements 

The Keysight M8196A operates when installed in an Keysight AXIe mainframe. 

Do Not Operate in an 
Explosive Atmosphere 

Do not operate the instrument in the presence of flammable gases or fumes. 

 

Do Not Remove the 
Instrument Cover 

Operating personnel must not remove instrument covers. Component replacement 
and internal adjustments must be made only by qualified personnel. Instruments 
that appear damaged or defective should be made inoperative and secured 
against unintended operation until they can be repaired by qualified service 
personnel. 

http://www.agilent.com/find/M9505A


 

 

Safety Symbols 
 

Table 1: Safety symbol 

Symbol Description 

 

Indicates warning or caution. If you see this symbol on a product, you must refer to the 
manuals for specific Warning or Caution information to avoid personal injury or damage to 
the product. 

 

C-Tick Conformity Mark of the Australian ACA for EMC compliance. 

 

CE Marking to state compliance within the European Community: This product is in 
conformity with the relevant European Directives. 

 

General Recycling Mark 

 

 
 

 Table 2: Compliance and environmental information 

Symbol Description 

 

This product complies with the WEEE Directive (2002/96/EC) marketing requirements. The 
affixed label indicates that you must not discard this electrical/electronic product in 
domestic household waste.  

Product category: With reference to the equipment types in the WEEE Directive Annexure 
I, this product is classed as a “Monitoring and Control instrumentation” product.  

Do not dispose in domestic household waste.  

To return unwanted products, contact your local Keysight office, or see 
http://about.keysight.com/en/companyinfo/environment/takeback.shtml for more information. 

 
 
 
 

http://about.keysight.com/en/companyinfo/environment/takeback.shtml
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1 Introduction 
 
 

Introduction The BitifEye “ValiFrame” Test Automation software is globally marketed and upported 
by Keysight Technologies  (formerly Agilent Technologies) as N5990A. This document 
describes the calibrations and test procedures conducted by N5990A ValiFrame for 
UHS-II (Ultra High Speed) in detail. The N5990A implements the test according to 
the requirements of the “SD Specification UHS-II Addendum” and the “UHS-II 
Specification UHS-II PHY Test GuideLines”, and also offers some custom 
characterization tests to provide more details on DUT behavior beyond the limits.  
The ValiFrame UHS-II Receiver tests support automatic control of the J-BERT 4903B 
and the J-BERT M8020A high-performance serial BERT (Bit Error Ratio Tester). An 
Infiniium oscilloscope is always required. 
The software runs on a standard Windows XP or Windows 7 PC and controls the 
hardware test resources through appropriate interfaces such as LAN (Local Area 
Network). Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the test set-up for N4903B and the M8020A 
configurations. 

 

 

Figure 1: N4903B Test Setup 
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Figure 2: M8020A Test Setup 

 

 The N5990A Test Automation software supports the Agilent Technologies Electrical 
Performance and Compliance Test Software N6461A for the UHS Transmitter tests. A 
DSO (Digital Storage Oscilloscope) is required for running N6461A software. Refer to 
"N6461A SD UHS-II Compliance Test Automation for Infiniium 90000 Series 
Oscilloscopes" for information about the supported models. 
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2 ValiFrame UHS-II Station 
 
 

2.1 ValiFrame UHS-II Station Configuration   /   9 

2.2 Starting ValiFrame UHS Station   /   13 

2.3 Configuration DUT   /   13 
 
 

 Refer to “N5990A Getting Started Guide.pdf” for instructions on how to install and 
start the ValiFrame Test Automation software platform. After the software has been 
installed, two icons are added to the desktop as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 7. One is 
for the Station Configuration and the other for ValiFrame. 

 

2.1 ValiFrame UHS-II Station Configuration 
 

 The ValiFrame Station Configuration needs to be started prior to ValiFrame. It allows 
to select the application (i.e. MHL, PCI Express 3, HDMI …) and the set of instruments 
used for it. Start the software with a double-click of the left mouse button on the icon 
(see Figure 3) or, alternatively, start the application from “All Programs / BitifEye / 
UHS / ValiFrame UHS Station Configuration”. 

 

 

Figure 3: UHS Station Configuration Icon 

 

 When the software is started, the Station Selection window appears as shown in  
Figure 4. Here the “UHS Station” is preselected. 
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Figure 4: UHS Station Selection Window 

 

 In case the option N5990A opt. 001 was purchased, the interface to SQL databases 
(and web browsers) is available. The connection to the database application server is 
established by unchecking the default “Database Offline” selection and entering the IP 
address of the server. 
Here the viewer for the test results can be selected. Choices are (Microsoft) Excel or 
HTML. 
A warning sound can be activated in different states of program. End of Sequencer will 
play the selected sound at the end of a sequence. Connection Diagram will play the 
selected sound every time a connection diagram pops up. Dialog Prompt will play the 
selected sound at each dialog prompt. There are a few different sounds available to 
select. None will deactivate the sound. 
After the UHS station has been selected, press “Next” button to continue. The Station 
Configuration window is displayed as shown in Figure 5.It shows the possible 
instruments combinations that can be use for the UHS testing. It contains such options 
as: 

• Data Generator 

• Reference Clock Source 
• External Analyzer CDR 
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Figure 5: UHS Station Configuration Window 

 

2.1.1 Data Generator 
 

 
The data generator can train the DUT (Device Under Test) into loopback test mode by 
generating the necessary patterns. It is also used to send a stressed test signal into 
the DUT when it is in the loopback mode. It can be selected as: 

• J-BERT N4903B 
• J-BERT M8020A 

The selected generator will be used as error detector to verify that the data looped 
back from the DUT does not contains errors. 

 

2.1.2 Reference Clock Source 
 

 
For Host DUTs the signal data rate is generated from the Host reference clock output. 
The M8020A use its internal clock multiplier and multiplies by 15 (Range A) or 30 
(Range B) the RCKL frequency. 
The N4903B requires the use of an external clock multiplier. It can be selected as: 

• None 

• N4880A 
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2.1.3 External Analyser CDR 
 

 
The N4903B error detector CDR does not work properly for frequencies below  
1000 Mbps. For those cases is recommended to use and external CDR. It can be 
selected as: 

• None 

• N4877A 
• Customer CDR 

Once the UHS station is configured, the instrument addresses must be set. An 
example for the instrument configuration is as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6: UHS Instruments Configuration 

 

 
After the installation process, all instruments are configured by default in “Offline” 
mode. In this simulation mode, hardware does not need to be physically connected to 
the test controller PC. The ValiFrame can not connect to any instrument in this mode. 
In order to control the instruments that are connected to the PC, the instrument 
address must be entered. The address depends on the bus type used for the 
connection, for example, GPIB (General Purpose Interface BUS) or LAN (Local Area 
Network). Most of the instruments used in the UHS station use a VISA (Virtual 
Instrument System Architecture) connection. To determine the VISA address, run the 
“VISA Connection Expert” (right-click on the VISA icon in the task bar and select the 
first entry “Agilent Connection Expert”). Enter the instrument addresses in the “Station 
Configuration Wizard”, for example, by copying and pasting the address strings from 
the Connection Expert entries. After the address strings have been entered, click on 
the “Apply Address” button before checking the “Offline” box to set all instruments 
needed to be online and then press “Check Connections” button to verify that the 
connections for the instruments are established properly. If anything is wrong in the 
Instrument Address, a window is displayed with a message describing the problem. 
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2.2 Starting ValiFrame UHS Station 
 

 Start the ValiFrame UHS station with a double click on the “ValiFrame UHS” icon on 
desktop as shown in Figure 7, or alternatively, start from “Start / All Programs / 
Bitifeye / UHS / ValiFrame UHS”. 

 

 

Figure 7 ValiFrame UHS Icon 

 

 Starting the ValiFrame UHS station opens the window shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8: : ValiFrame UHS User Interface 

 

 The DUT needs to be configured before running any test or calibration procedure. 
Click on the “Configure DUT” button to pops up the Configure Product window     
(Figure 9). 

 

2.3 Configuration DUT 
 

 The Configure Product window allows to select DUT and test parameters that are 
going to be use later in several calibrations and test procedures. Some parameters will 
determinate the set of test displayed. 
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Figure 9: Configure DUT Panel with and without Database Connection 

 

 If the database option is selected in the ValiFrame UHS Station Selection window (see 
Figure 4), the Configure DUT panel appears as shown in Figure 9. To configure the 
DUT with database connection, enter values (any) for “DUT Name”, “Serial Number”, 
and “Product ID”. Then, press on the “Register Product” button to register  
the database connection with the provided values. Pressing on “Register Product” 
button, enables the button “OK”. 
With a click on “OK” button, the DUT is configured with the selected parameters. The 
procedures run with the database settings are stored at ValiFrame Webviewer and 
those can be viewed by selecting the “DUT Name” and “Serial Number” (these values 
should be same as the provided values in Figure 9). 
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2.3.1 DUT Parameters 
 In Figure 9, the DUT parameters, such as DUT type, Data Rate, Spec Version, and 

compliance mode or expert mode, can be selected. The DUT Parameters are listed in 
Table 3. 

 
 

Table 3: Data Table for DC Level Calibration 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Product Parameters 

DUT Number Name of the DUT. Used to identify the product when database option is selected. 

Serial Number Serial number of the Product. Used to identify the product when database option is selected. 

DUT Type The DUT type can be chosen as: 

• Device: e.g. a UHS-II Card 

• Host: e.g. a UHS-II Camera 

Version It is UHS-II 

RCLK RCKL frequency is in the range 26 MHz to 52 MHz. When DUT type is Host the reference clock can be selected as any value is this range. 

When DUT type is Device this parameter cannot be changed. In this case, all tests are run with the corner values (26 and 52 MHz) 

Spec Version The selected spec version defines the calibrations and tests according to the UHS specification revision. 

Range Data Rate is divided in two ranges for the ease of PLL design: 

• Range A is from 390 Mbps to 780 Mbps (RCKL x15) 

• Range B is from 780 Mbps to 1.56 Mbps (RCKL x30) 

When DUT type is Host can be selected Range A or both A and B. When DUT is a Device always both ranges are selected 

Duplex There are two types of duplex mode: 

• Full Duplex (mandatory): In Full Duplex mode Host is Tx and Device is Rx on DO lane and Host is Rx and Device is Tx on D1 

lane. This is the default mode. 

• Half Duplex (optional): When supporting Half Duplex mode, direction of D0 and D1 lane may be changed and it is possible to 

realize higher speed data transfer than FD mode by setting Do and D1 to the same direction 

Description Description of the Product 

Test Parameters  

User Name User name text field. 

Comment Text file for user comments 

Initial Start Date Time stamp of the start of the current session. 

Last Test Date Time stamp of the last test conducted in the current session 

Compliance Mode Test are conducted as mandated by the CTS. The parameters that are shown in the calibrations and test procedures cannot be modified by 

the user. 

Expert Mode Calibration and tests can be conducted beyond the limits and constrains of the CTS. The parameters that are shown in the calibrations and 

test procedures can be modified by the user. 

Show Parameters This button enables some options( see section 2.3.2) to be selected  
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2.3.2 UHS Parameter 
 

 The UHS Parameters window (see Figure 10) allows to change some Calibration and 
Receiver properties. The UHS Parameters are listed in Table 4. 

 

 
Figure 10: UHS Parameters Window 
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Table 4: UHS Parameter List 

 Parameter name Parameter description 

Calibration  

Jitter Unit All the jitter parameters can be introduced in time or in unit interval. The graphics results will be represented in the 

chosen unit 

Common Mode Scope Connection For common mode calibrations are used to differential Probes that can be placed in channels 1 and 3 or channels 2 and 4 

Jitter Scope Connection For Jitter calibrations cables are connected directly to the scope without any probe. It can be selected channels 1 and 3 

direct SMA or channels 2 and 4 

Differential Amplitude Scope Connection It is needed only one differential probe that can be place in any of the four channels. 

Receiver  

Loopback Training Mode For Rx tests procedures it is necessary to train into loopback mode the DUT. ValiFrame offers three options to do that: 

• Automated JBERT Sequence: Loopback training sequence is generated by ValiFrame, loaded in the JBERT 

and DUT is automatically trained into loopback. Then the DUT keep sending the test pattern (PRBS-7). 

• Manual JBERT Sequence: ValiFrame loads a training sequence file in the JBERT. There is a default file but 

customer can select his own file. Then the customer has to use the JBERT sequence editor manually to put 

the DUT in loopback mode and ensure that it is sending the test pattern. 

• Vendor Specific: ValiFrame only loads the test pattern in the JBERT. Customer has to take care of put the 

DUT in loopback and then ensure that it is sending the test pattern. Only available for Hosts. 

This Mode can be selected in the dialog “Loopback Training Configuration”. Each range (A and B) and direction (forward 

and backward) can have its own loopback training mode. 

For more details about loopback training configuration see section 8.1 

Relax Time This is the time span between the point, where the stress signal is changed from the BER measurement begins. This 

should allow the DUT receiver to adjust to the changed stress signal. 

Use JBERT Error Detector CDR above 

1000Mb/ 

Below 1Gbps JBERT CDR does not work, so it is necessary to use an external CDR. 

Use SSC Enable/disable the Spread Spectrum Clock. Only available for Devices. 
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3 Calibration and Test 
Procedures 

 
 

3.1 Example for Calibration and Test procedure   /   19 

3.2 Connection Diagram   /   20 

3.3 Result Description   /   21 

3.4 UHS Parameters   /   22 
 
 

 
During the execution of all calibration and test procedures, the results are displayed 
automatically in a data table as well as graphically. The viewer can be either a MS-
Excel worksheet or a HTML viewer; this can be chosen in the Station Configuration 
(refer to Figure 4). Once a specific calibration or test procedure is finished, the MS 
Excel/HTML worksheet is closed. To re-open it at any time, double click on the 
respective procedure. All calibration and test data worksheets can be saved in a 
workbook by selecting “File > Save Results as Workbook...” at any time. It is 
recommended that this step is carried out at least at the end of each ValiFrame run. If 
the calibration and test procedures are conducted during the same ValiFrame run, the 
calibration and test result worksheets are combined in the workbook. If a test 
procedure is conducted without prior execution of calibration procedures in the same 
test run, only the test results will be saved to the workbook. 
As a safety feature, all calibration and test procedure results are saved by default to 
the ValiFrame “Tmp” directory. In addition to the calibration data worksheets, the 
calibration data files are also generated. These files are saved by default to the 
ValiFrame calibrations folder (refer to “N5990A Getting Started Guide.pdf”). 

 

3.1 Example for Calibration and Test procedure 
 

 
All calibration and test procedures are organized in the respective groups such as 
“Calibration”, “DUT Debug”, “Receiver” and “Transmitter”. For most of the calibration 
and test procedures, some specific parameters can be set in expert mode by the user. 
In Figure 11, the “Vdiff, Range A 390.000 Mb/s Calibration” procedure is highlighted as 
an example and the respective calibration parameters are shown on the right-hand 
side of the ValiFrame user interface. This is achieved by clicking on the calibration 
name. To start the calibration or test procedure, check the box corresponding to the 
selected procedure. Then the “Start” button is enabled and colored green. Pressing 
the “Start” button runs the calibration/test. 
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Figure 11: Example for UHS Calibration and Test Procedure M8196A programming 

 

 
Before executing any calibration or test procedures, ensure that the UHS Station 
Configuration is conducted properly with all necessary instruments such as the 
Infiniium oscilloscope and the generator set to “online”. All calibrations can be run in 
offline mode, that is, without any instrument connected. The offline mode is 
intended for product demonstrations with simulated data. CALIBRATIONS RUN IN 
OFFLINE MODE DO NOT GENERATE VALID CALIBRATION DATA. 

3.2 Connection Diagram 
 

 The connection diagram is displayed by right-clicking on the desired test or 
calibration and selecting “Show Connection” as shown in Figure 12. Alternatively, the 
connection diagram is displayed automatically on starting the selected test or 
calibration. 

 
 

CAUTION 
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Figure 12: Show Connection Dialog 

 

3.3 Result Description 
 

 Once the selected procedures are run successfully, the individual procedure displays 
the result by representing the smiley in different styles such as given below  
(see Table 5). 

 

 

Table 5: Smiley's Result Description table 

Smiley Description 

 

It indicates that the procedure was passed successfully at the previous run and the results are available. 

 

It indicates that the procedures was passed in offline mode previously and the results are available 

 

It indicates that the procedure is passed successfully at last run 

 

It indicates that the procedure was aborted/disturbed somehow and failed at the previous run. 

 

It indicates that the procedure is aborted/disturbed somehow and failed at the last run. 
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It indicates that the procedure was failed at the previous run. 

 

It indicates that the procedure is failed at the last run. 

 

Generally this kind of smiley indicates two results such as the first half indicates that the result of the last run and the 

second half shows the result of the previous run. In this example, the first half indicates that the procedure is passed 

successfully at last run and the second half represents that the procedure was not completely run at the previous run. 

 

3.4 UHS Parameters 
 

 The UHS parameters are of three types: 
• Sequencer Parameters 

• Group Parameters 
• Procedure ParametersSufficient to use 

 

3.4.1 Sequencer Parameter 
 

 The sequencer parameters control the flow of the test sequencer, not the behavior of 
individual procedures. They are identical across all versions of ValiFrame. One of 
them, Repetitions, is available for all procedures and groups in the procedure tree. 
The others are only available for procedures. Like all other parameters the sequencer 
parameters are shown on right side of the ValiFrame user interface and they can be 
changed by the user as illustrated in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13: UHS Sequencer Parameters 
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 All sequencer parameters are listed in alphabetical order in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: UHS Sequencer Parameters 

Parameter Name Parameter Description 

Procedure Error Case Behavior “Proceed With Next Procedure”: If an error occurs in the current test or calibration procedure, continue by running the next 

procedure in the sequence. 

“Abort Sequence”: Abort the execution of the sequence. 

Procedure Failed Case Behavior “Proceed With Next Procedure”: If the current test or calibration procedure fails, continue by running the next procedure in the 

sequence. 

“Abort Sequence”: Abort the execution of the sequence. 

Repetitions The number of times the group or procedure is going to be repeated. If the value is '0', it runs only once. 

 

3.4.2 Group Parameters 
 

 The group parameters are used for several related calibration or test procedures. They 
are shown on the right side of the ValiFrame user interface when the selected entry of 
the procedure tree on the left is a group instead of an individual procedure. 

The UHS Receiver Test Software has some group parameters (in addition to 
“Repetitions”) on the Calibration,  the Receiver and the Transmitter entry of the 
procedure tree as shown in Figure 14. These will be common for all calibration and 
receiver procedures respectively. 

 

 

Figure 14: UHS Calibration Group Parameters 

 

3.4.3 Procedure Parameters 
 

 The Procedure Parameters are all parameters that do not fall into one of the 
previously described categories. They are shown on the right side of the ValiFrame 
user interface when the selected entry of the procedure tree on the left is an 
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individual procedure. They only change the behavior of that single procedure. 
Procedures often have parameters with the same name, but set settings always 
apply on the selected procedure, and the meaning may be slightly different. These 
parameters are listed in Table 19 for receiver tests. 
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Before any receiver test procedure can be run, the UHS receiver test system must be 
calibrated. The ValiFrame calibration plane is given by the DUT input ports. The 
receiver test signal characteristics such as the UHS signal generator output voltage 
level and jitter parameters are typically affected by the signal transmission between 
the generator output ports and the DUT input ports. Thus for any signal output 
parameter selected by the user (set value), the jitter and the signal received at the 
DUT input ports (actual value) deviate from the set value. Additional deviations can 
be caused by effects such as offset errors, hysteresis, and nonlinear behavior of the 
signal generator. The ValiFrame calibration procedures compensate the deviations of 
the relevant signal output parameter actual values from the set values over the 
required parameter range. All calibration procedures required for UHS receiver 
testing are included in the ValiFrame software. 
The ValiFrame calibration procedures are implemented such that the calibration 
process is conducted as fast as possible and is automated as much as possible, for 
example, by minimizing the number of reconfigurations of the hardware connections. 
Calibration are common for Hosts and Devices. 
They are organized in different groups depending on the scope connection: 

• Vcm Calibrations 

• Jitter Calibrations 

• Vdiff Calibrations 
• Exiting EIDL Calibration 

Some calibrations are data rate dependent and need to be run independently for 
each range and data rate. The voltage calibrations (common mode and differential) 
need to be performed for each JBERT output that is used to generate the receiver 
signals. 
Table 7 shows the calibration group parameters: 

 

Table 7: UHS-II Calibration Group Parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Calibration  

Jitter Unit All the jitter parameters can be introduced in time or in unit interval. The graphics results will be represented in 

the chosen unit. 
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4.1 Vcm Calibration 
 

Purpose This procedure calibrates the common mode voltage. It has to be conducted for 
three different outputs of the JBERT that are used in the receiver test as data 
(D0/D1) or reference clock (RCLK) signal. These are the DATA, TRIGGER and AUX 
DATA outputs for the N4903B and the CHANNEL1, TRIGGER and CHANNEL2 
outputs for the M8020A. 

 

Procedure The CM amplitude is calibrated from 0 to 500 mV. The JBERT sends the Mid 
Frequency Tests Pattern (MFTP) with a differential voltage of 700 mV. Sinusoidal and 
Random Jitter are set to 0 V. 
In case of DATA output, each common mode value is calibrated for different ISI 
traces using the Interference Module (Option J20) of the J-BERT. This only applies 
for the N4903B setup. 
In the scope two single ended signals are needed to measure the common mode 
voltage. For that, two 1169 Probe amplifier are connected with its positive side to the 
E2695A SMA Probe head output. 
This calibration does not depend on the frequency, by default data rate is set to  
780 Mbps. The same caltable is valid for Hosts and Devices. When testing Hosts, 
only DATA/CHANNEL1 output needs to be calibrated because in this case is the DUT 
who generates the RCKL signal and TRIGGER and AUX DATA/CHANNEL2 are not 
used. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagrams are shown in the Figure 15 to Figure 20 for the different 
outputs and system configurations  

 

 

Figure 15: Connection Diagram for Vcm DATA for (D0/D1) Calibration   – N4903B system 
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Figure 16 Connection Diagram for Vcm TRIGGER for (D0/D1 and RCLK) Calibration – N4903B system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 17 Connection Diagram for Vcm AUX DATA for (RCLK) Calibration – N4903B system 
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Figure 18: Connection Diagram for Vcm CHANNEL1 for (D0/D1) Calibration   – M8020A system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 19: Connection Diagram for Vcm TRIGGER for (D0/D1 and RCLK) Calibration – M8020A system 
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Figure 20: Connection Diagram for Vcm CHANNEL2 for (RCLK) Calibration – M8020A system 

 

Parameters There is no parameters used in expert mode for this calibration. 

 

Dependencies No calibration is required for this method. 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for the Vcm DATA (for D0/D1) for the N4903B and the 
M8020A system calibration procedure are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22. The 
results comprise: 

• A calibration data graph 
• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A calibration data table for the parameter that is being calibrated 
(refer to Table 8 and Table 9). 
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Figure 21: HTML Worksheet for Vcm DATA (for D0/D1) Calibration 

 

Table 8 Data Table for Vcm DATA Calibration 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Common Mode Voltage The common mode amplitude set in the signal generator 

Measured Vcm The measured CM Amplitude in the DSO. In case of DATA one column for each ISI trace. 
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Figure 22: HTML Worksheet for Vcm CHANNEL1 (for D0/D1) Calibration 

 

Table 9 Data Table for Vcm CHANNEL1 Calibration 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Common Mode Voltage The common mode amplitude set in the signal generator 

Measured Vcm The measured CM Amplitude in the DSO. 
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4.2 Jitter Calibrations 
 

 
 

In the Rx test the input signal will be stressed with a combination of jitter sources to 
simulate the possible impairments expected at the Rx input when operating in a 
target system. The effective jitter level is affected by a low system intrinsic jitter; 
therefore the jitter amplitude is calibrated by measuring the jitter with a DSO. 
For jitter calibrations, DSO connections are direct SMA on channel 1 and 3 or on 
channel 2 and 4. The E2695A SMA Probe head is not used because voltage 
amplitude doesn’t affect to these calibrations. The oscilloscope is configured with a 
constant frequency CDR. 

 

4.2.1 Random Jitter Calibration 
 

Purpose This procedure calibrates the Random Jitter. 
 It is needed for Devices and for Hosts and is not frequency dependent. 

 

Procedure Random Jitter amplitude is calibrated from 0 to 220 ps. The JBERT sends the Mid 
Frequency Tests Pattern (MFTP) with a differential voltage of 700 mV and 200 mV of 
offset. Sinusoidal jitter and ISI are set to 0. 
In order to reduce the time in the receiver compliance tests it is use a BER of 10-11. 
Therefore the value of the random jitter peak to peak saved in the caldata has to be 
defined for BER-10-11. Then it is used the relation: 
RJptp = RJrms*Q 
The RMS random jitter is measured with the DSO and multiplied by 13.4 (crest factor 
for BER 10-11). RMS random jitter is measured using the RJ/DJ-separation software 
EzJIT. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagram are shown in Figure 23 for N4903B configuration and in 
Figure 24 for M8020A configuration. 

 

 

Figure 23: Connection Diagram for Random Jitter Calibration  – N4903B system 
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Figure 24: Connection Diagram for Random Jitter Calibration  – M8020A system 

 

Parameters No parameter is used in expert mode for this calibration. 

 

Dependencies No calibration is required for this method. 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for the Random Jitter Calibration procedure is shown in 
Figure 25. The results comprise: 

• A calibration data graph 
• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A calibration data table for the parameter that is being calibrated (refer to  
• Table 10) 
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Figure 25: Example HTML Worksheet for Random Jitter Calibration 

 

Table 10: Data Table for Random Jitter Calibration 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Random Jitter Random jitter value set on the JBERT 

Measured Random Jitter Measured jitter on the oscilloscope 
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4.2.2 ISI Calibration 
 

Purpose This procedure calibrates the Inter Symbol interference (ISI). 
The ISI is frequency dependent, therefore needs to be calibrated for all the data rates 
that are used in the receiver tests. In case of Hosts will be needed for data rate RCLK 
x15 (range A) and RCLK x30 (range B), this last only if Range A and B is selected in 
Configured DUT Dialog. For Devices, total jitter always must be calibrated in the 
corner RCLK frequencies for range A and range B (range A 390 Mbps,  
range A 780 Mbps, range B 780 Mbps and range B 1560 Mbps). 

 

Procedure The signal generator sends a PRSB7 pattern with a differential voltage of 700 mV 
and 200 mV of offset. Random jitter and sinusoidal jitter are set to 0s. 
In N4903B J-BERT case, the ISI is generated with internal ISI traces. The possible 
values are from Trace 0 (0 inch) to Trace 9 (44 inch). The number of ISI traces 
calibrated depends on the data rate. For 390 Gbps the maximum trace calibrated is 
the 9, for 1560 Gbps the maximum is 6 and, for all data rates between, the maximum 
trace number is interpolated. 
In M8020A J-BERT case, the internal ISI traces are not enough to reach the desired 
ISI in the receiver tests. For this setup the ISI is generated with the internal Insertion 
Loss in combination with an external ISI trace. The insertion loss is calibrated from 0 
to -6 dB. The external ISI trace depend on the data rate: 

• 390 MHz Range A: Use 16 + 34 inch traces. With this trace combination it 
should be possible to calibrated a ISI value of 40 mUI. 

• 780 MHz Range A: Use 24 inch trace. With this trace it should be possible 
to calibrated a ISI value of 40 mUI. 

• 780 MHz Range B: Use 16 + 34 inch traces.  With this trace combination it 
should be possible to calibrated a ISI value of 100 mUI. 

• 1.56 GHz Range B: Use 14 inch. With this trace it should be possible to 
calibrated a ISI value of 100 mUI. 

ISI amplitude is measured with the DSO using the RJ/DJ-separation software EzJIT. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagram is shown in Figure 23 for N4903B configuration. For 
M8020A configuration the connection diagram depends on the necessary external ISI 
trace as shown in Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure 28. 
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Figure 26: Connection Diagram for ISI Calibration - RA 390M and RB 780M - M8020A system 

 

 

Figure 27: Connection Diagram for ISI Calibration  – RA 780M - M8020A system 
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Figure 28 Connection Diagram for ISI Calibration  – RB 1.56G - M8020A system 

 

Parameters No parameter is used in expert mode for this calibration. 

 

Dependencies No calibration is required for this method. 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for the ISI Calibration procedure are shown in and 
Figure 29 for N4903B and Figure 30 M8020A setups respectively. The results 
comprise: 

• A calibration data graph 
• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A calibration data table for the parameter that is being calibrated 
(refer to Table 11 and Table 12) 
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Figure 29: : Example HTML Worksheet for ISI Calibration – N4903B configuration 

 

Table 11: Data Table for ISI Calibration - N4903B JBERT 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Trance No Internal ISI Trace number set at that step 

Measured ISI Measured ISI on the oscilloscope 
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Figure 30: Example HTML Worksheet for ISI Calibration – M8020A configuration 

 
 

Table 12: Data Table for ISI Calibration - M8020A JBERT  

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Insertion Loss Insertion Loss value set on the JBERT 

Measured ISI Measured ISI on the oscilloscope 
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4.2.3 Total Jitter Calibration 
 

Purpose Total jitter is frequency dependent, therefore needs to be calibrated for all the data 
rates that are used in the receiver tests. 
In case of Hosts will be needed for data rate RCLK x15 (range A) and RCLK x30 
(range B), this last only if “Range A and B” is selected in Configured DUT Dialog. For 
Devices, total jitter always must be calibrated in the corner RCLK frequencies for 
range A and range B (range A 390 Mbps, range A 780 Mbps, range B 780 Mbps, 
range B 1560 Mbps). 
The calibration has to be conducted three times for every data rate. One for a 
sinusoidal jitter frequency of 234 K/Sr (Sr = scaling factor), other for 2.34 M/Sr and 
other for RCKL frequency. 

 

Procedure The signal generator sends a PRSB7 pattern with a differential voltage of 700 mV 
and 200 mV of offset. Random jitter is set to the specified value in the CTS, which 
depends on the range and the data rate. Sinusoidal jitter amplitude is sweep from 0 
to 600 ps. Total jitter is measured at different ISI values for each amount of sinusoidal 
jitter amplitude set on the JBERT. 
To measure the total jitter the DSO uses the RJ/DJ-separation software EzJIT with a 
BER of 10-11. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagram is shown in Figure 23 for N4903B configuration. For 
M8020A configuration the connection diagram depends on the necessary external ISI 
trace as shown in Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure 28. 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this calibration are: 
• Max Sinusoidal Frequency: If the test frequency 234K/Sr, 2.34M/Sr or RCKL 

is higher than the Max Sinusoidal Frequency the test is performed with the 
Max Sinusoidal Frequency. The reason of this parameter is that the EzJIT 
software in the oscilloscope does not work properly with frequencies above 
50 MHz. 

 

Dependencies The calibration required for this procedure are: 
• Random Jitter Calibration 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for the Total Jitter Calibration procedure is shown in 
Figure 31 and Figure 32 for N4903B and M8020A respectively. The results comprise: 

• A calibration data graph 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 
• A calibration data table for the parameter that is being calibrated (refer to 

Table 13 and Table 14) 
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Figure 31: Example HTML Worksheet for Total Jitter Calibration – N4903B JBERT 

 

Table 13: Data Table for Total Jitter Calibration – N4903B JBERT 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Sinusoidal Jitter The sinusoidal jitter value applied on the JBERT 

Measured TJ The measured TJ in the oscilloscope. For N4903B setup each column is for a different ISI Trace. For M8020A setup each column is for a 

different Insertion Loss Value 
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Figure 32: Example HTML Worksheet for Total Jitter Time Calibration – M8020A JBERT 

 
 

Table 14: Data Table for Total Jitter Calibration – M8020A JBERT 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Sinusoidal Jitter The sinusoidal jitter value applied on the JBERT 

Measured TJ The measured TJ in the oscilloscope. For N4903B setup each column is for a different ISI Trace. For M8020A setup each column is for a 

different Insertion Loss Value 
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4.3 Differential Voltage Calibration 
 

Purpose The test fixtures attenuate the data signal. To compensate for this, the differential 
voltage is calibrated. It needs to be calibrated for the different outputs of the JBERT 
which are used as data or reference clock signal in receiver tests. Additionally this 
calibration depends on the frequency. 

 

Procedure For devices, DATA and TRIGGER outputs are used as signal data so they must be 
calibrated for the data rates frequencies used in the receiver tests (390 Mbps range 
A, 780 MBps range A, 780 Mbps range B and 1560 Mbps range B). TRIGGER and 
AUX DATA output are used to generate the reference clock and must be calibrated 
for corner RCLK values (26 MHz and 52 MHz). For Hosts only DATA output is used as 
data signal and has to be calibrated for range A data rate and range B if is selected. 
Differential voltage is calibrated from 0 to 500 mV. JBERT sends a PRSB7 pattern 
with common mode of 200 mV. Random and sinusoidal jitter are set to 0 s. ln case of 
DATA output each differential amplitude set on JBERT is calibrated for different ISI 
values. 
On the DSO, the amplitude is measured using vertical histograms. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagram are shown in Figure 33, Figure 34 and Figure 35 for the 
different outputs of the N4903B configuration and in Figure 36, Figure 37 and 
Figure 38 for the M8020A configuration. Note that for M8020A CHANNEL1 output, 
the connection setup depends on the data rate because a different ISI trace 
connection is needed. 

 

 

Figure 33: Connection Diagram for Vdiff DATA Calibration  – N4903B system 
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Figure 34: Connection Diagram for Vdiff TRIGGER Calibration  – N4903B system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 35: Connection Diagram for Vdiff AUX DATA Calibration  – N4903B system 
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Figure 36: Connection Diagram for Vdiff CHANNEL1 Calibration  – RB 780 Mbps - M8020A system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 37: Connection Diagram for Vdiff TRIGGER Calibration - M8020A system 
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Figure 38: Connection Diagram for Vdiff CHANNEL2 Calibration - M8020A system 

 

Parameters There are no parameters used in expert mode for this calibration. 

 

Dependencies There are no required calibration for this procedure. 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for the Differential Voltage Calibration (for D0/D1) 
procedure is shown in Figure 39 for N4903B and in Figure 40 for M8020A JBERT. The 
results comprise: 

• A calibration data graph 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 
• A calibration data table for the parameter that is being calibrated 

(refer to Table 15 and Table 16) 
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Figure 39: Example HTML Worksheet for Vdiff Calibration – N4903B JBERT 

 

Table 15: Data Table for Vdiff Calibration – N4903B JBERT 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Differential Voltage Differential amplitude set on the JBERT 

Measured Vdiff (trace X) Differential amplitude measured on the oscilloscope. In case of DATA channel each column is the measurement for a different ISI trace. 
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Figure 40: Example HTML Worksheet for Vdiff Calibration – M8020A JBERT 

 

Table 16: Data Table for Vdiff Calibration – M8020A JBERT 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Set Differential Voltage Differential amplitude set on the JBERT 

Measured Vdiff (IL X) Differential amplitude measured on the oscilloscope. In case of DATA channel each column is the measurement for a different Insertion 

Loss. 
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4.4 Exit EIDL Calibration 
 

Purpose  This calibration is necessary for the Shall Exit EIDLE test. This Rx test measures the 
delay between D0 EIDLE exit (the input of the device) and D1 EIDLE exit (the output 
of the device). But it is not possible to have D0 and D1 at the same time on the 
scope, so it is necessary to make two steps. The calibration measures the delay 
between D0 EIDLE exit and the trigger signal used to set the EIDLE exit, and then, 
the Rx test measures the delay between D1 EIDLE exit and the same trigger signal. 

 

Procedure DATA/CHANNEL1 and AUX DATA/CHANNEL2 outputs of the JBERT 
(N4903B/M8020A) are used to generate D0 and RCLK. At the beginning its value is 
EIDLE and then, at the same time, RCLK starts sending the clock and D0 STB.L. 
In the N4903B, this is implemented using the ERROR ADD input of the JBERT. When 
ERROR ADD input is high level, DATA and AUX DATA output is EIDL and when 
ERROR ADD is low level, DATA and AUX DATA have normal behaviour and its output 
is the configured value on the JBERT. The trigger output of the JBERT controls this 
ERROR ADD changing from 1.5 V to 0 V. 
In the M8020A it is used the sequence editor, sending an EIDL block in CHANNEL1 
and CHANNEL 2 at the beginning. Both sequences continue to their second block 
when the SYSTEM A input of the JBERT overcomes the 100 mV. At that point 
CHANNEL1 sends a data block and CHANNEL2 a clock block. The trigger output of 
the JBERT controls this SYS A input changing from 0 to 150 mV. 
D0, RCLK and the trigger are captured with the scope in a window of 400 ns after 
trigger value changes. Then it is measured the time between 50 % falling edge of D0 
and the time when trigger threshold is reached (see). Also is measured the time 
between 50 % first edge of RCLK and the time when trigger threshold is reached 
(see). The calibration value will be the higher one. 

 

 

Figure 41: Exit EIDL Calibration measurement 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagrams are shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43. 
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Figure 42: Connection Diagram for Exit EIDL Calibration – N4903B system 

 
 

 

Figure 43: Connection Diagram for Exit EIDL Calibration – M8020A system 

 

Parameters There are no parameters used in expert mode for this calibration. 

 

Dependencies The are no required calibrations. 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for the Exit EIDL Calibration procedure is shown in 
Figure 44. The results comprise: 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A calibration data table for the parameter that is being calibrated            
(refer to Table 17) 
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Figure 44: Connection Diagram for Exiting EIDLE Calibration – M8020A system 

 

Table 17: Data Table for Exiting EIDLE Calibration 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Delay between DATA/RCLK and Trigger The maximum of these two values: 

• the delay between the trigger and D0 exit 

• the delay between the trigger and RCLK exit 
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5.1 Loopback Training Optimization 
 
 

Purpose There are three different ways to train the DUT into loopback mode. One of them is 
the “Automated JBERT Sequence” where ValiFrame generates the loopback training 
sequence from the definition of the Test Mode parameters. 
These Test Mode parameters can be configured either in the “Loopback Training 
Configuration” dialog (Configure DUT → UHS Parameters → Select and Configure 
Loopback Training Mode) or in the Loopback Training Optimization procedure. 
The Loopback Training Optimization procedure show up a similar dialog as the 
“Loopback Training Configuration” dialog. But besides to configure the Test 
Parameters, it allows to run a small BER test for checking if the DUT can get into 
loopback with the selected settings. 
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Figure 45: Loopback Training Optimization Window 
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 To run the BER test press the “Run BIST” button. Once the test finish the STATUS 
label will show the result. If success, the configured parameters can be saved to be 
use in the receiver tests by pressing the button “Save parameters and Close”. 
Note that this procedure only test and configure the “Automated JBER Sequence” 
mode. If the “Loopback Training Mode” receiver parameter (see Loopback Training 
Mode) for the different ranges and data rates is set to “Manual JBERT Sequence” or 
“Vendor Specific” a different method will be use to train the DUT into loopback. 
The “Load CLK/PRBS” button is intended for debugging purposes. Once the DUT is 
in loopback with this button the loopback test pattern can be switched between 
PRBS and CLK pattern. 
For more details about the Test Mode parameters and the “Automated JBERT 
Sequence” mode configuration please see the Appendix section 8.1.2 Automated 
JBERT Sequence and 8.1.3 Generic Automated JBERT Sequence. 
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The basic principle of all UHS-II receiver tests is as follows: 
• Keep the DUT in Loopback Mode 

• Send the PRBS pattern with defined stress characteristics 
• Use the error detector to verify that the DUT loops back the correct pattern 

without errors 
Most of the Rx tests remain changing the signal stress to collect more data and re-
initialize the loopback mode if the DUT terminates from it. If the calibration data is 
available, the data confirms that the signal stress is at the specified level and test 
point. 
Rx test are organized in two branches: FW(Forward) Loopback and BW(Backward) 
Loopback. FW Loopback always is displayed and BW only when Half Duplex is 
selected in the Configure DUT dialog (see Figure 9). The procedures are the same for 
both cases, what changes is the direction of the lanes in the DUT. In FW case lanes 
have the normal direction, D0 is input for Hosts and D1 is input for Devices. In BW 
case D1 and D0 start with the normal direction but, when the DUT is trained into 
loopback and is configure to backward mode, the user is asked to swap the 
connection between D0 and D1 and DUT lanes start working in the opposite 
direction. 
For Host, the procedures are also organizes by the data rate. Range A always 
appears and, can be any value between 390 MHz and 780 MHz (RCLK x 15). Range B 
is displayed when Range A and B is selected in Configure DUT, can be any value 
between 780 MHz and 1560 MHz (RCLK x 30). 
For Devices, the procedures are organizes depending on the way that jitter is applied 
to the RCLK and data input. There are three cases: 

• Coherent Jitter Tolerance: Jitter is added to the data and the reference 
clock. 

• Non Coherent Jitter Tolerance: Jitter is applied to the data but the 
reference clock is clean. 

• Non Coherent RCLK Jitter Tolerance: Data is clean and RCLK has jitter. 
In each group procedures are organized by frequency: 390 MHz range A, 780 MHz 
range A, 780 MHz range B, 1560 MHz range B. 
In the N4903B case, for calibrations and receiver tests, the pattern generator of the 
JBERT works with the double of data rate. The reason is that it is not possible to 
generate the necessary amount of sinusoidal jitter for the lowest data rates. Doubling 
the data rate SJ can be generated using the modulate clock for low SJ frequencies 
and the 610 ps delay line for high SJ frequencies. Because of that, JBERT have to 
send double or quad patterns. Table 18 describes the receiver group parameters. 
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Table 18: UHS-II Receiver Group Parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Relax Time This is the time span between the point, where the stress signal is changed from the BER measurement begins. This 

should allow the DUT receiver to adjust to the changed stress signal. 

Use JBERT Error Detector CDR above 

1000 Mb/s 

Below 1 Gbps JBERT CDR does not work, so it is necessary to use an external CDR. 

Use SSC Enable/disable the Spread Spectrum Clock. Only available for Devices. 

Loopback Training Mode  

Loopback Training Mode for RangeA 

Forward/ Range A Backward/ Range B 

Forward/ 

Range B Backward 

Select the Loopback Training mode for each range and direction. It can be chosen as: 

• Automated JBERT Sequence 

• Manual JBERT Sequence 

• Vendor Specific 

For more details see section 8.1 

Automated Loopback Sequence 

for RangeA Forward/ Range A Backward/ 

Range B Forward/ 

Range B Backward 

In case of Automated JBERT Sequence, chose here between: 

• Automated sequence: Only some training parameters can be modified. 

• Automated Generic sequence: All the training parameters are allowed to be modified. 

Link Training Suite Training File 

for RangeA Forward/ Range A Backward/ 

Range B Forward/ 

Range B Backward 

In case of Manual JBERT Sequence select here the loopback training file 
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 Table 19 lists all the procedure parameters used in the Receiver test procedures. 

 

Table 19: UHS-II Rx Procedure Parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Number of Allowed Bit Errors Number of errors allowed for considering that a BER test passed 

Number of Bits Number of bit tested in the BER test 

Number of SJ Frequency Steps Number of SJ Frequency steps when Equally Spaced Frequencies is selected in SJ Frequency Distribution 

Number of SJ Step For each SJ frequency, SJ amplitude is sweep form 0 to the max possible value that the JBERT can generate in “Number of SJ 

Step” steps 

ISI ISI level corresponding to the ISI trace/Insertion Loss selected 

ISI Insertion Loss The Insertion Loss set in M8020A JBERT.  By default is selected the Insertion Loss that gets the ISI compliance value. ISI 

compliance level is 40mUI for range A and 100mUI for range B 

ISI trace The ISI trace set in the interference channel of theN4903B JBERT. By default is selected the ISI trace that gets the closest ISI 

compliance value. ISI compliance level is 40 mUI for range A and 100 mUI for range B 

Random Jitter Random jitter added. By default it has the compliance value: 80mUI for range A and 160mUI (behind 1GHz) or 200mUI (above 

1GHz) for range B 

Show Min Failed Points If is true, the result file will show the first set SJ amplitude where the DUT fails for every frequency point 

SJ Amplitude Sinusoidal jitter added to the signal. By default is set to the necessary value for getting the compliance amount of total jitter. For 

that Total Jitter calibration is used 

SJ Frequency SJ frequency used. By default is set to the RCLK frequency 

SJ Start Frequency Start frequency when Equally Spaced Frequencies is selected in SJ Frequency Distribution. By default is 234K/Sr 

SJ Stop Frequency Stop frequency when Equally Spaced Frequencies is selected in SJ Frequency Distribution. By default is RCLK frequency 

SJ Frequency Distribution The jitter tolerance is tested at several SJ frequencies. The can be: 

• Equally Spaced Frequencies 

• Compliance Frequencies: 234K/Sr, 2.34M/Sr and RCKL frequency 

Total Jitter TJ added to the signal. It is a read only property. If RJ, ISI, SJ amplitude or SJ frequency change, TJ value is recalculated. 

Vcm Common mode added to the data and the reference clock. By default is 200 mV 

Vcm_RCLK Common mode added to the reference clock. By default is 200 mV. It is available only for devices 

Vdiff Differential voltage added to the data and reference clock. By default is set to the minimum: 220 mV for Host and 190 mV for 

devices. 

Vdiff_RCLK Differential voltage added to the reference clock. By default is set to the minimum: 190 mV. It is available only for devices. 
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6.1 Receiver Pre Compliance/ Jitter Tolerance 
 

Purpose This.test, named Pre compliance for devices and Jitter Tolerance for Hosts, 
characterizes what is the maximum amount of total jitter that the DUT can tolerate at 
different sinusoidal jitter frequencies. This test must be executed for each data rate 
at each range and for devices, for coherent and non-coherent jitter. 

 

Procedure DUT is trained into loopback and then sends PRBS7 pattern. Differential voltage is 
set to the minimum, 190 mV for Devices and 220 mV for Hosts, and common mode 
voltage to the default value, 200 mV. Random jitter and ISI are set to the CTS 
specified values which depend on the range and the data rate. 
In compliance mode, ten equally spaced SJ frequencies are tested, starting in 
234K/Sr (Sr = scaling factor) and ending in RCLK frequency. Also is added the point 
2.34M/Sr. For each SJ frequency the SJ amplitude is incremented until BER test fails 
or until the set value is maximum that JBERT can generate. The last value of total 
jitter that passed the BER test is compare with the CTS values at each frequency. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagrams are shown in Figure 46 to Figure 51 for the different 
systems and DUT types. Note that for M8020A the connection setup depends on the 
required external ISI trace. 

 

 

Figure 46: Connection Diagram for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance test - Jitter Coherent – Device - N4903B system 
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Figure 47: Connection Diagram for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance test - Incoherent Jitter – Device - N4903B system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 48: Connection Diagram for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance test - Host - N4903B system 
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Figure 49: Connection Diagram for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance test - Coherent Jitter - Device - M8020A system 
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Figure 50: Connection Diagram for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance test - Incoherent Jitter - Device - M8020A system 
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Figure 51: Connection Diagram for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance test – Host – M8020A system 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 
• Random Jitter 

• ISI Trace/Insertion Loss 
• ISI 

• Vdiff 
• Vcm 

• Vdiff_RCLK 
• Vcm_RCLK 

• SJ Frequency Distribution 
• SJ Start Frequency 

• SJ Stop Frequency 
• Number of SJ Frequency Steps 

• Number of SJ Steps 
• Show Min Failed Points 

• Number of Bits 
• Number of Allowed Bit Errors 

These parameters are listed in Table 19.  

 

Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Random Jitter Calibration 

• ISI Calibrations 
• Total Jitter Calibration 

• Common Mode Calibration 
• Differential Voltage Calibration 
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Results An example HTML worksheet for Pre compliance Jitter Tolerance procedure contains 
as shown in Figure 52. The results comprise: 

• A data graph 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 
• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 20) 
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Figure 52: Example HTML Worksheet for Pre Compliance Jitter Tolerance Test 
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Table 20 Data Table for Pre Compliance Jitter Tolerance Test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: Max passed TJ is above the Min specification 

• Fail: Max passed TJ is bellow the Min specification 

SJ Frequency SJ frequency tested at that step 

Min Failed TJ First amount of TJ that failed the BER test in that step 

Max Passed TJ Last amount of TJ that passed the BER test in that step 

TJ Capability Test Setup Max amount of total jitter that the JBERT can generate 

Min Spec Minimum amount of total jitter that the DUT should tolerate 

Max Passed SJ Last amount of SJ that passed the BER in that step 

 

6.2 Receiver Compliance/ Jitter Tolerance Compliance 
 

Purpose This test, named Compliance for devices and Jitter Tolerance Compliance for Hosts, 
checks that the DUT meets the jitter specifications. This test must be executed for 
each data rate at each range and, for devices, for coherent and non-coherent jitter. 

 

Procedure DUT is trained into loopback and then sends PRBS7 pattern. Differential voltage is 
set to the minimum, 190 mV for Devices and 220 mV for Hosts, and common mode 
voltage to the default value, 200 mV. Random jitter and ISI are set to the CTS 
specified values which depend on the range and the data rate. 
The test will pass if the DUT pass the BER test when TJ is set to the minimum that 
should be tolerated according the specifications. This TJ value depends on the SJ 
frequency. In compliance mode, three SJ frequencies are checked: 234K/Sr (Sr = 
scaling factor), 2.34 M/Sr and RCLK frequency. 
Due RJ and ISI are fix for all SJ frequencies, SJ amplitude has to be adjusted to get 
the specified TJ on the DUT. For this, total jitter calibrations are used. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagrams are shown in Figure 46 to Figure 51 for the different 
systems and DUT types. Note that for M8020A the connection setup depends on the 
required external ISI trace. 
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Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 
• Random Jitter 

• ISI Trace/Insertion Loss 
• ISI 

• Vdiff 
• Vcm 

• Vdiff_RCLK 
• Vcm_RCLK 

• SJ Frequency Distribution 
• SJ Start Frequency 

• SJ Stop Frequency 
• Number of SJ Frequency Steps 

• Number of Bits 
• Number of Allowed Bit Errors 

These parameters are listed in Table 19. 

 

Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Random Jitter Calibration 
• ISI Calibrations 

• Total Jitter Calibration 

• Common Mode Calibration 
• Differential Voltage Calibration 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for Compliance Jitter Tolerance procedure contains as 
shown in Figure 53. The results comprise: 

• A data graph 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 
• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 21) 
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Figure 53: Example HTML Worksheet for Compliance Jitter Tolerance Test 
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Table 21: Data Table for Compliance Jitter Tolerance test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: Number of error in the BER test is bellow the “Number of Error Allowed” 

• Fail: Number of error in the BER test is above the “Number of Error Allowed” 

SJ Frequency SJ frequency tested at that step 

Failed TJ Amount of TJ that failed the BER test. Else empty 

Passed TJ Amount of TJ that passed the BER test. Else empty 

Min Spec Minimum amount of total jitter that the DUT should tolerate 

SJ Amount of SJ set to get the desired TJ 

Bit Errors Number of errors obtained in the BER test 

 

6.3 Receiver Vdiff Vcm Compliance Test 
 

Purpose This test checks that the DUT meets the receiver voltage specifications. The DUT 
should work properly in a rage define by a maximum and minimum differential 
voltage and a maximum and minimum common mode voltage. For Host DUT cases is 
necessary to check different combinations of data amplitudes. For devices is also 
necessary to check different combinations of reference clock amplitudes. This test 
must be executed for each data rate at each range and, for devices, for coherent and 
non-coherent jitter. 

 

Procedure DUT is trained into loopback and then sends PRBS7 pattern. Random jitter and ISI 
are set to the CTS specified values which depend on the range and the data rate. SJ 
amplitude is adjusted to set the CTS specified value of TJ when SJ frequency is 
RCLK. 
The test will pass if the DUT pass the BER test for all the differential voltage and 
common mode voltage combinations checked. For hosts and devices when data rate 
is behind 780 MHz, it is tested the four possible combinations using the max and min 
values of diff and CM data voltage. For devices and higher data rates, it is tested the 
16 possible combinations using the max and min values of the data and the 
reference clock voltage. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagram are shown in Figure 46 to Figure 51 for the different systems 
and DUT types. Note that for M8020A the connection setup depends on the required 
external ISI trace. 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 
• Random Jitter 

• ISI Trace/Insertion Loss 
• ISI 

• SJ Frequency 

• SJ Amplitude 
• Total Jitter 

• Number of Bits 
• Number of Allowed Bit Errors 

These parameters are listed in Table 19 
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Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Random Jitter Calibration 

• ISI Calibrations 
• Total Jitter Calibration 

• Common Mode Calibration 
• Differential Voltage Calibration 

 

Results An example of HTML worksheet for Vdiff Vcm Compliance procedure contains as 
shown in Figure 54. The results comprise: 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 22) 

 

 

Figure 54: Example HTML Worksheet for Vdiff Vcm Compliance Test  
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Table 22: Data Table for Vdiff Vcm Compliance test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: Number of error in the BER test is below the “Number of Error Allowed” 

• Fail: Number of error in the BER test is above the “Number of Error Allowed” 

RCLK Diff Voltage Differential voltage set to the reference clock input of the Device DUT 

RCLK Cm Voltage Common voltage set to the reference clock input of the Device DUT 

Data Diff Voltage Differential voltage set to the reference data input of the Host/Device DUT 

Data Cm Voltage Common voltage set to the reference data input of the Host/Device DUT 

Bit Errors Number of errors obtained in the BER test 

 

6.4 Receiver Constant Parameter Stress Test 
 

Purpose The purpose of this procedure is to test the DUT in a single sinusoidal frequency 
point selecting the desired values for jitter and voltage amplitudes. t is not a 
compliance test, so it is only shown when expert mode is selected. In this case, the 
test can be executed for each data rate at each range and, for devices, for coherent 
and non-coherent jitter. 

 

Procedure DUT is trained into loopback and then sends PRBS7 pattern. Random jitter, ISI, 
sinusoidal amplitude and frequency, differential voltage and common mode voltage 
are set in the JBERT with the selected values. 
The test will pass if the DUT pass the BER test. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagrams are shown in Figure 46 to Figure 51 for the different 
systems and DUT types. Note that for M8020A the connection setup depends on the 
required external ISI trace. 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 
• Random Jitter 
• ISI Trace/Insertion Loss 

• ISI 
• SJ Frequency 

• SJ Amplitude 
• Total Jitter 

• Vdiff 

• Vcm 
• Vdiff_RCLK 

• Vcm_RCLK 
• Number of Bits 

• Number of Allowed Bit Errors 
These parameters are listed in Table 19 
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Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Random Jitter Calibration 

• ISI Calibrations 
• Total Jitter Calibration 

• Common Mode Calibration 
• Differential Voltage Calibration 

 

Results An example of HTML worksheet for Constant Parameter Stress procedure contains 
as shown in Figure 55. The results comprise: 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 23) 

 

 

Figure 55: Example HTML Worksheet for Constant Parameter Stress Test 
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Table 23: Data Table for Constant Parameter Stress test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: Number of error in the BER test is bellow the “Number of Error Allowed” 

• Fail: Number of error in the BER test is above the “Number of Error Allowed” 

Bit Errors Number of errors obtained in the BER test 

 

6.5 Receiver RCLK TJ Tolerance Tests 
 

Purpose This test is only for devices. It checks if the device meets the RCLK jitter 
specifications. The device has to be able to transmit a signal that doesn’t overstep 
the maximum total jitter allowed for the tx specifications when the input RCLK jitter is 
behind 0.35 UI. The test has to be executed for each range and data rate. 

 

Procedure For this test the input data in the DUT doesn’t have any jitter, jitter is only injected in 
the reference clock input. Data is generated using the Trigger output of the JBERT, 
sending a clock pattern. An amount of 0.35 UI of total jitter is added to the reference 
clock signal combining random and sinusoidal jitter. The sinusoidal jitter frequency is 
equal to the reference clock frequency. 
First of all it is necessary to train into loopback the DUT. This test requires 
connecting the DUT outputs to the oscilloscope. To avoid change D1 connections 
during the test, instead of use the Error Detector of the BERT to check if DUT is really 
in loopback, it is done directly with the oscilloscope by checking if the loopback 
signal has clock pattern. However it will be required one reconnection: to train the 
DUT into loopback D0 input must be connected to the DATA/CHANNEL1 output of 
the JBERT, because the Trigger cannot generated the train sequence. Once the DUT 
is in loopback mode a dialog will pop up asking to connect D0 input to the Trigger 
output (see Figure 56 and Figure 57). 

 

 

Figure 56: Connection message for RCLK Tj Tolerance – N4903B system 
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Figure 57: Connection message for RCLK Tj Tolerance – M8020A system 

 

 When DUT is in loopback, the oscilloscope is used to measure the total jitter of the 
data that the device is transmitting. Total jitter is measured using the RJ/DJ-
separation software EzJIT. The test will pass if when this amount of jitter is less than 
0.35 UI. 

 

Connection Diagram 
 

The connection diagrams are shown in Figure 58 and Figure 59 for the different 
systems. 

 

 

Figure 58: Connection Diagram for RCLK Tj Tolerance –  N4903B system  
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Figure 59: Connection Diagram for RCLK Tj Tolerance – M8020A system 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 
• Random Jitter 

• Vdiff 
• Vcm 

• Vdiff_RCLK 
• Vcm_RCLK 

These parameters are listed in Table 19. 

 

Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Random Jitter Calibration 
• Total Jitter Calibration 

• Common Mode Calibration 
• Differential Voltage Calibration 

 

Results An example of HTML worksheet for RCLK TJ Tolerance procedure contains as shown 
in Figure 60. The results comprise: 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 24) 
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Figure 60: Example HTML Worksheet for RCLK TJ Tolerance Test 

 

Table 24: Data Table for RCLK Tj Tolerance test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: If total Jitter measured in D1 output of the device is lower than the maximum total jitter allowed in the tx specification (0.35 UI) 

• Fail: If total Jitter measured in D1 output of the device exceed the maximum total jitter allowed in the tx specification (0.35 UI) 

RCLK Tj Amount of jitter added to he RCLK signal 

Tx Tj Measured jitter in the D1 output of the device 

Max spec Tx Tj Maximum total jitter allowed in the Tx output of the device according the specification 

 

6.6 Receiver Shall Exit EIDL Test 
 

Purpose This test is only for devices. It checks if the device meets the EIDL exit time 
specifications and if its amplitude detector works properly. When the device is in 
EIDL state, its amplitude detector is active monitoring the Rx lane. When Rx lane, D0, 
changes from EIDL to STB.L the device should wake up and start sending STB.L on 
D1. The time that takes devices notice that change and exit from EIDL should be less 
than 200 us. 
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Procedure EIDL signal is sent to the RCLK and D0 input of the device. Then RCLK starts 
receiving the clock and D0 STB.L at the same time. The differential voltage of the 
data and the reference clock signal is set to 95 mV. 
For the N4903B case, this is implemented using the ERROR ADD input of the JBERT. 
When ERROR ADD is high level DATA and AUX DATA send EIDL and, when ERROR 
ADD is low level DATA and AUX DATA have the normal behavior and send the value 
configured on the JBERT (STB.L and  clock). The ERROR ADD input is controlled with 
the TRIGGER output. 
For the M8020A case, the EIDL signal is generated defining an EIDL block in the 
sequencer of the CHANNEL 1 and 2 Then the threshold value of the SYSTEM A input 
is used as a trigger condition to break to the second block, where CHANNEL 1 sends 
STB.L and CHANNEL 2 the reference clock signal. The SYS A input is controlled with 
the TRIGGER output. 
The device output, D1, is connected in the scope together with the TRIGGERT 
output. The scope measures the time between the trigger rise/falling edge and D1 
falling edge (see Figure 61). Then the procedure is repeated at least 5 times from the 
beginning. 

 

 

Figure 61: Exit EIDL Test procedure 

 

 The time measured in this procedure is relative to the trigger not to D0. It is 
necessary to do first the EIDL calibration, which measures the time between the 
trigger and D0.With this two values it is calculated the delay between D1 and D0  
(see Figure 61). 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagram are shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63 for the different 
systems. 
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Figure 62: Connection Diagram for Shall Exit Time test –  N4903B system 

 
 

 

Figure 63: Connection Diagram for Shall Not Exit Time test – M8020A system 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 

• Number of averages 
These parameters are listed in Table 19. 

 

Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Common Mode Calibration 

• Differential Voltage Calibration 
• Exiting EIDL Calibration 
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Results An example HTML worksheet for Shall Exit EIDL procedure contains as shown in 
Figure 64. The results comprise: 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 25) 

 

 

Figure 64: Example HTML Worksheet for Shall Exit EIDL Test 

 

Table 25: Data Table for Shall Exit EIDL test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: If the exit time is bellow 200 us 

• Fail: If the exit time is above 200 us 

EIDLE Exit time Measured delay between D0 exit EIDL and D1 exit EIDL 

 

6.7 Receiver Shall Not Exit EIDL Test 
 

Purpose This test is only for devices. It checks if the device amplitude detector works properly. 
When the device is in EIDL state, its amplitude detector is active monitoring the Rx 
lane. When Rx lane, D0, changes from EIDL to something different than STB.L the 
device shouldn’t wake up and should keep sending EIDL on D1. 
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Procedure EIDL signal is sent to the RCLK and D0 input of the device. Then RCLK starts 
receiving the clock and D0 STB.L at the same time. The differential voltage of the 
data is set to 10 mV and the reference clock to 0 V. 
For the N4903B case, this is implemented using the ERROR ADD input of the JBERT. 
When ERROR ADD is high level DATA and AUX DATA send EIDL and, when ERROR 
ADD is low level DATA and AUX DATA have the normal behavior and send the value 
configured on the JBERT (STB.L and  clock). The ERROR ADD input is controlled with 
the TRIGGER output. 
For the M8020A case, the EIDL signal is generated defining an EIDL block in the 
sequencer of the CHANNEL 1 and 2 Then the threshold value of the SYSTEM A input 
is used as a trigger condition to break to the second block, where CHANNEL 1 sends 
STB.L and CHANNEL 2 the reference clock signal. The SYS A input is controlled with 
the TRIGGER output. 
The device output, D1, is connected in the scope together with the TRIGGERT 
output. The scope measures the time between the trigger rise/falling edge and D1 
falling edge. Then the procedure is repeated at least 5 times from the beginning. 
The expectation of this test is that D1 keeps sending EIDLE. Therefore, when is 
detected a falling edge in D1 signal directly the test ends and the result is a fail. 

 

Connection Diagram The connection diagrams are shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63 for the different 
systems. 

 

Parameters The parameters used in expert mode for this test are: 

• Number of averages 
These parameters are listed in Table 19. 

 

Dependencies The calibrations required for this test are: 
• Common Mode Calibration 

• Differential Voltage Calibration 
• Exiting EIDL Calibration 

 

Results An example HTML worksheet for Shall Not Exit EIDL procedure contains as shown in 
Figure 65. The results comprise: 

• The common parameter list (in expert mode) 

• A data table for the Result (refer to Table 26) 
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Figure 65: Example HTML Worksheet for Shall Not Exit EIDL Test 

 

Table 26: Data Table for Shall Not Exit EIDL test 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Result • Pass: If D1 is always EIDL, there is not change in the signal 

• Fail: If tD1 goes from EIDL to STB.L 
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7 Transmitter Test 
Procedures 

 
 

 ValiFrame support transmitter tests by acceding remotely to the Agilent’s N6461A 
UHS-II test Software. 
Tx tests are organized in two branches: FW Loopback and BW Loopback. FW 
Loopback always is displayed and BW only when Half Duplex is selected in the 
Configure DUT dialog. The procedures are the same for both cases, what changes is 
the tested lane, D0 or D1. When FW, lanes have the normal direction, D1 is output 
for Hosts and D0 for Devices. When BW, D1 and D0 start with the normal direction 
but, when the DUT is trained into loopback and is configure to backward mode, the 
user is asked to swap the connection between D0 and D1 and DUT lanes start 
working in the opposite direction. 
Tx tests can be also executed for different data rates. For Host, Range A always 
appears and, can be any value between 390 MHz and 780 MHz (RCLK selected in 
Configure DUT by 15). Range B is displayed when Range A and B is selected in 
Configure DUT, can be any value between 780 MHz and 1560 MHz (RCLK x30). For 
devices, tests are always organized in: 390 MHz range A, 780 MHz range A, 780 MHz 
range B and 1560 MHz range B. 
 
Available Tx test for Host and Devices are: 

• Differential Eye-mask Template 
• Maximum Differential Voltage 

• Minimum Differential Voltage 
• Total Jitter 

• Differential Signal Rise Time 
• Differential Signal Fall Time 

• EIDL State Differential Voltage 
• Common Mode  Voltage source 

• EIDL State Common Mode Voltage  
When the DUT is a Host, there is also a list test for the reference clock: 

• Frequency 

• Maximum Differential Voltage 
• Minimum Differential Voltage 

• Differential Signal Rise Time 
• Differential Signal Fall Time 

• Duty Cycle 
• Total Jitter 

• Total Jitter New Method 
• Common mode Voltage 

 
 
Table 27 describes the transmitter group parameters. 
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Table 27: UHS-II Transmitter Group Parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description 

Transmitter. 

Number of UI This is the minimum number of unit intervals used in the Eye-Width, TJ at BER-12, Maximum DJ, TMS TJ and Template 

tests 

Sample Rate Specify the sample rate to use for all tests 

Common Mode Voltage 

Common Mode Connection Type Identifies the channels to process. For Direct connect, connect the first channel to the + signal and the second channel to 

the – signal 

Loopback Training Mode 

Loopback Training Mode for RangeA 

Forward/ Range A Backward/ Range B 

Forward/ 

Range B Backward 

Select the Loopback Training mode for each range and direction. It can be chosen as: 

• Automated JBERT Sequence 

• Manual JBERT Sequence 

• Vendor Specific 

For more details see section 8.1 

Automated Loopback Sequence 

for RangeA Forward/ Range A Backward/ 

Range B Forward/ 

Range B Backward 

In case of Automated JBERT Sequence, chose here between: 

• Automated sequence: Only some training parameters can be modified 

• Automated Generic sequence: All the training parameters are allowed to be modified 

Link Training Suite Training File 

for RangeA Forward/ Range A Backward/ 

Range B Forward/ 

Range B Backward 

In case of Manual JBERT Sequence select here the loopback training file 

Signal Quality 

Clock Align Method Select the clock align method when using explicit clock recovery (only for Host) 

Device/Host Connection Type Identifies the channels to process. For Direct connect, connect the first channel to the + signal and the second channel to 

the – signal 

RJ DJ BER level Select the RJ DJ Jitter BER level for all tests 

RJ DJ Pattern length Select the RJ DJ pattern length for all tests 

RJ Bandwidth Select the RJ Bandwidth for all tests 

RJ DJ ISI Filter Leas Enter the RJ DJ ISI Filter Leas for all tests 

RJ DJ ISI Filter Lag Enter the RJ DJ ISI Filter Lag for all tests 

 

 
Refer to "N6461A SD UHS-II Compliance Test Automation for Infiniium 90000 Series 
Oscilloscopes" for more information about the test procedures and parameters. 

The connection diagrams for the different system configurations and DUT type are 
shown in Figure 66 to Figure 72. 
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Figure 66: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Devices – N4903B system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 67: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Host Signal Quality – N4903B system 
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Figure 68: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Host Common Mode – N4903B system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 69: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Devices – M8020A system 
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Figure 70: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Host Signal Quality – M8020A system 

 
 
 

 

Figure 71: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Host Common Mode – M8020A system 
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Figure 72: Connection Diagram for Transmitter tests– Reference Clock 
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8.1 Loopback Training Configuration 

8.1.1 PHY Test Mode 
 

 The Test mode loopback is controlled internally in the PHY. The configured 
parameters for specifying the test conditions are: 

• Disconnect and Normal mode: 
o Disconnect: The DUT keeps current test mode for any input level, 

doesn’t enter in Dormant state even if connections are changed. To exit 
from disconnect is necessary to Power cycle or send “Sequence to Set 
Test Mode” 

o Normal: DUT can enter in Dormant 

• Timing: determine when is effective the Disconnect parameter, immediately 
or when exiting Dormant. 

• Loop Back Direction: 
o Forward Loopback: D0 is downstream an D1 upstream. 
o Backward Loopback: D1 is downstream an D0 upstream. 

• PLL Multiplier factor: x15 (range A) x30 (range B) 
• SCC: Enable or disabled, only for Hosts 

 
 

 The sequences uses in PHY Test Mode are: 
• To go Dormant: STB.H-> EIDL 

• To exit Dormant: EIDL-> STB.L -> SYN 
• To Test mode: SYN -> 4 TEST-MODE symbols -> SYN 

 
 
 

 There are three methods in ValiFrame to Train into loopback mode the DUT: 

• Automated JBERT Sequence 
• Customer Loopback Training 

• Vendor Specific 
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8.1.2 Automated JBERT Sequence 
 

 ValiFrame generates internally the scripts, loads it on the JBERT and executes the 
sequence automatically. 
It will be necessary to reset the DUT at the beginning of the training to induce the 
EIDL state. A dialog will pop up with the required steps. 

 
 

 

Figure 73: Loopback Training Dialog for Automated JBERT Sequence – M8020A system 

 
 Then the JBERT will start sending the sequence. 

In BW cases, the user will be asked to swap the Data connections during the 
Dormant state. 

 

 

Figure 74: Loopback Training Dialog for Automated JBERT Sequence BW – M8020A system 

 
 The sequence can be configured using the dialog “Loopback Training Configuration” 

from the “UHS Parameter” dialog (see Figure 10) or from the procedure Loopback 
Training Optimization. This dialog is separated in four groups: 

• Range A forward mode 
• Range A backward mode 

• Range B forward mode 
• Range B backward mode 

These are the four modes in witch receiver and transmitter tests can be executed, 
being Range A forward mode mandatory for Hosts and Range A and B forward mode 
mandatory for Devices. 
In each mode it is configurable the duration of the SYNC, and some parameters of 
the Test Mode symbol (TMD) as shown in Figure 75. 
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Figure 75: Loopback Training Configuration for Automated JBERT Sequence 
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Range A forward 
mode 

The default sequence is: 
• EDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> TMD -> SYNC -> Test Pattern 

• with TMD: Normal, Immediately, FW, x15 
It is possible to change the Disconnect and Timing property. When timing is Dormant 
the sequence go and exit Dormant are added: 

• EDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> TMD ->STB.H -> EIDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> 
Test Pattern 

 

Range A backward 
mode 

The default sequence is: 
• EDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> TMD ->STB.H -> EIDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> 

Test Pattern 

• with TMD: Disconnect, Dormant, BW, x15 
Disconnect property is fixed to Disconnect to keep the test mode after swapping the 
cables. 
Timing is fixed to Dormant for asking the user to swap the cables during the EIDLE 
state of the dormant sequence. 

 

Range B forward 
mode 

The default sequence is: 
• EDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> TMD ->STB.H -> EIDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> 

Test Pattern 
• with TMD: Normal, Dormant, FW, x30 

Disconnect property can be Disconnect or Normal. 
Timing is fixed to Dormant because the PLL factor change is effective after dormant. 

 
 
 

Range B backward 
mode 

The default sequence is: 

• EDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> TMD1 ->STB.H -> EIDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> 
TMD2 -> STB.H -> EIDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC ->Test Pattern 

• option1: 

• with TMD1: Normal, Dormant, FW, x30 

• with TMD2: Disconnect, Dormant, BW, x30 

• Option 2: 

• with TMD1: Disconnect, Dormant, BW, x15 

• with TMD2: Disconnect, Dormant, BW, x30 
This mode is configured by two TMDs. Two possibilities are allowed. One is to 
configure the first TMD to Range B forward and then set backward mode in the 
second TMD. The other option is to set the first TMD to Range A backward and then 
change the second to Range B. 
In both TMD’s Timing and Disconnect properties are restricted for the same reasons 
explained in the other modes. 
 
Changing the Timing property between Immediately and Dormant is the only way to 
change the number of blocks in the sequence. It is not possible to add another 
blocks or change the order. 
In case that DUTs doesn’t get into loopback with these sequences and needs 
alternative combinations it will be necessary to use the Manually JBERT Sequence 
method. 
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8.1.3 Generic Automated JBERT Sequence 
 

 To avoid these restrictions in the properties of the test mode use the automated 
generic sequences. For that is necessary to select the Generic Checkbox in the 
“Loopback Training Configuration” dialog. 

 

 

Figure 76: Loopback Training Configuration for Generic JBERT Sequence 
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 The principle is the same that for the “normal” automated sequences but it is 
possible to change all the test mode properties, every mode can have one or two 
TMDs and Dormant sequence can be added/removed after each TMD regardless of 
the Timing value. 
In case of select BW and doesn’t add the Dormant sequence, it is added a STB.L 
block after the TMD and user is asked during this state for swapping the cables: 

• EDLE -> STB.L -> SYNC -> TMD -> STB.L -> SYNC -> Test Pattern 

 

8.1.4 Manual JBERT Sequence 
 

 ValiFrame loads an existing loopback training script on the JBERT. Then the user has 
to control manually the JBERT sequencer to train the DUT into loopback mode. 
The following dialog will pop up: 

 

 

Figure 77: Loopback Training Dialog for Manual JBERT Sequence 

 

 The script can be selected in the “Loopback Training Configuration” dialog as shown 
in Figure 78. 

 

 

Figure 78: Loopback Training Configuration for Manual JBERT Sequence 
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Script Format The script has the following format: 
 
Datarates: 
$DataRate1$, $DataRate2$, $DataRate3$; 
  
Blocks: 
<block_name_1>: <macro_name>; 
<block_name_2>: <macro_name>; 
… 
<block_name_n>: <macro_name>; 
  
Sequence: 
<number_1>: <block_name>, <loop_count>; 
<number_2>: <block_name>, <loop_count>; 
… 
<number_n>: <block_name>, <loop_count>; 

 
 
Data rate definitions 
This section starts with the keyword Datarates, followed by a colon, one or multiple 
comma-separated data rates, and ends with a semicolon 
In N4903B case: 

• For Range A it is necessary to write: 
Datarates: 
$DataRate1$, $DataRate2$; 

Then these values will be replaced in run time by the tested data rate and the 
doubled data rate. 
 

• For Range B it is necessary to write: 
Datarates: 
$DataRate1$, $DataRate2$, $DataRate3$; 

Then that will be replace for the range A data rate, range B data rate and the double 
of the last one. 
 
In M8020A case: 

• For Range A it is necessary to write: 
Datarates: 
$DataRate1$; 

Then these values will be replaced in run time by the tested data rate 
 

• For Range B it is necessary to write: 
Datarates: 
$DataRate1$, $DataRate2$; 

Then that will be replace for the range A data rate and range B 
 
After you specified the data rates, the rates are internally numbered starting from 
one. Therefore, 1 would be $DataRate1$, 2 would be $DataRate2$, and 3 would be 
$DataRate3$. These numbers are used when you later assign a data rate to a block. 
 
 
Block Definitions 
Each block starts with a user-define name, then a colon, and a UHS macro. An 
optional data rate index, preceded by an at-sign, can follow. 
 
The defined UHS macros are: 

• SBL(): Send logic 0’s. The number of 0´s is equal to the generator 
granularity. 
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 Sequence definitions 
 
The sequence consists of several steps, each starting with a step label, then a block 
name, and an optional comma with a loop count or the “manual” keyword. Each step 
ends with a semicolon. 
The step labels are numeric literals. The numbering scheme is arbitrary. However, 
the label numbers must be ascending and each label has to be unique. 
If no loop count is specified, the block is only looped once. If the keyword “manual” is 
used instead, the block is looped until the user breaks the loop manually. 
 
Sequence: 
00. SBL1, manual; 
10. SYN1; 
20. TMD1; 
30. SBH1, manual; 
40. SBL2, manual; 
50. SYN2; 
60. TEST1, manual; 
70. TEST2, manual; 

 
The time for the SYN(time_in_seconds) macro is defined as an argument so it not 
possible to set a loop count or a manual break for this macro in the sequence, or 
there will be an exception. 
TMD block is defined to be four consecutive test mode symbols as the specification 
recommend so should not be a manual break or a loop count for this macro. 

 

Dormant sequence 
generation 

The way to send the dormant sequence (STB.H -> EIDLE -> STB.L) is the following: 
Insert these lines in the Script: 
Blocks: 
… 
SBH: SBH(); 
SBL: SBL(); 
… 
  
Sequence: 
… 
30. SBH, manual; //Start Dormant sequence here 
40. SBL, manual; 
… 
  

Then when ValiFrame is running: 
1. When the sequence is the SBH block turn off the JBERT output. 
2. Then Break Sequencer to go to STL block. 
3. Turn JBERT outputs on. 
4. Break again to continue with the sequence. 

EIDL state is generated by turning off the JBERT output. So following this steps the 
sequence will be STB.H signal at the beginning, then EIDL when outputs are off and 
STB.L when outputs are again on. 
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Tx tests Tx tests require the DUT in loopback mode. Most of the test need the DUT transmits 
PRBS pattern, but Fall and Rise time test need a clock pattern. 
To use the same scripts that in Rx tests and to avoid training in loopback DUT every 
time the test pattern changes, the scripts must be modified by adding at the end of 
the sequence some PRBS and CLK pattern blocks alternatively. So when the required 
pattern for a Tx test changes, it is necessary just break in the JBERT sequencer. 
The script should look like this: 
 
Blocks: 
… 
TEST1: 512{UHSPRBS()}; 
TEST2: CLK(); 
  
Sequence: 
… 
60. TEST1, manual; 
70. TEST2, manual; 
80. TEST1, manual; 
90. TEST2, manual; 
100. TEST1, manual; 
110. TEST2, manual; 
120. TEST1, manual; 
130. TEST2, manual; 
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Example RA Backward Datarates: $DataRate1$, $DataRate2$; 
  
Blocks: 
SBL1: SBL(); 
SYN1: SYN(0.2) @1;  
TMD1: TMD(Disconnect=Disconnect, Timing = Dormant, 
Direction=BW, SSC=Disabled, PLL=x15) @1; 
SBH1: SBH() @1; 
SBL2: SBL() @1; 
SYN2: SYN(0.2) @1;  
TEST1: 512{UHSPRBS()} @1; 
TEST2: CLK() @1; 
  
  
Sequence: 
00. SBL1, manual; // Reset DUT 
10. SYN1; 
20. TMD1; 
30. SBH1, manual; // Dormant sequence 
40. SBL2, manual; 
50. SYN2; 
60. TEST1, manual; 
70. TEST2, manual; 
80. TEST1, manual; 
90. TEST2, manual; 
100. TEST1, manual; 
110. TEST2, manual; 
120. TEST1, manual; 

 
When the test starts, ValiFrame will ask to put the DUT into loopback mode. At this 
moment JBERT sequencer will be in block SBL1. Here the DUT should be reset. If is 
required to be in EIDL state during the reset the JBERT output must be turn off. Then 
turn on and break. 
Then next break point is in the SBH1 block that is the beginning of a Dormant 
sequence (see “Dormant sequence generation” section). During the EIDL state, 
cables should be swap because is backward mode. 
After that, JBERT will keep sending the TEST1 block that is the PRBS pattern. Only is 
necessary break between TEST1 and TEST2 block in Tx tests. 
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Example RB Forward Datarates: $DataRate1$, $DataRate2$, $DataRate3$; 
  
Blocks: 
SBL1: SBL();  // Always starts with datarate1 = range A 
SYN1: SYN(0.2) @1;  
TMD1: TMD(Disconnect=Normal, Timing = Dormant, Direction=FW, 
SSC=Disabled, PLL=x30) @1; 
SBH1: SBH() @2; // start sending datarate2 = range B 
SBL2: SBL() @2; 
SYN2: SYN(0.2) @2;  
TEST1: 512{UHSPRBS()} @2; 
TEST2: CLK() @2; 
  
Sequence: 
00. SBL1, manual; // Reset DUT 
10. SYN1; 
20. TMD1; 
30. SBH1, manual; // Dormant sequence 
40. SBL2, manual; 
50. SYN2; 
60. TEST1, manual; 
70. TEST2, manual; 
80. TEST1, manual; 
90. TEST2, manual; 
100. TEST1, manual; 
110. TEST2, manual; 
120. TEST1, manual; 
130. TEST2, manual; 

 
In Range B scripts, the blocks that happen after the test mode configured with PLL = 
x30, must be defined with the data rate @2. 
The steps during the execution are the same as the last example. 

 

8.1.5 Vendor Specific 
 

 With this method the user has to train into loopback the DUT by himself. ValiFrame 
only load on the JBERT sequencer the test pattern. 
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Figure 79: Loopback Training Configuration for Vendor Specific Sequence 
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